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Professional Experience and Curriculum Vitae
Hello! I'm an watercolor artist & I like to ramble about lots of things...like a lot. You can
find me on many places around the web & I love to sprinkle some magical happiness by
sharing my Art with the World. Whenever I could bring a smile onto someone face
simply by showing my art, then my mission has succeeded.  I hope you like it and if you
have something to say, please feel free to comment or email me. If you want to know
more about me, just visit my personal blog A Look in a Creative Mind.For daily
doodles/stories/updates, please join my Facebook Fanpage. See ya!

Previous Clientele
Most of the things I've done so far are private commissions and projects like logo &
header designing. I'm currently working on several commissions and on the search for a
great agency to work with. Will update this soon!

Awards and Accolades
I have been drawing for a lot of years, but haven't pursued a serious career in this.
Rational thinking got in the way. Since 2006, I began to do more illustration work. Mainly
for friends & family. As from 2009, I started to get real commissions (real = paid haha).
Then I decided to take the plunge and started to work as an official illustrator since
October 2010.

I'm completely self-taught and didn't start using watercolors until August of 2009. Next to
watercolors, I love to use ink and pencil. So far I use digital programs for enhancing my
work, but slowly I'm learning to use the programs for digital coloring as well.

Awards and Accolades
No real awards just yet, but I have been
interviewed & featured on a few sites.

Interview on TickleCity Award by Andrew Walsh  -
Creative Artist Doodles, Blogs and Even Eyes
Career

Artist Feature by Illustration Rally - Artist nr. 62 TJ
Lubrano

Surprise post by the awesome Tricia Lorntson -
Monday Marvels

A Sweet post by the Lovely Dana Ward after she
got my commission - Paint Me Pretty
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Please kindly get in touch for portfolio works.
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